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Abstract This chapter examines the potential improvements in tropospheric weather
forecasts that might arise from an improved representation of the upper stratospheric
state. First, the chapter reviews current operational practice regarding observation of
the atmosphere and the relative paucity of observations in the altitude range 40 to
70km. Then we describe in detailed some idealised model calculations to quan-
tify the potential gain in skill available from improved monitoring in this region.
The idealised model experiments use a relaxation technique with the Hadley Cen-
tre General Environment Model, to assess the potential gain in skill from improved
knowledge both the whole stratosphere and the upper stratosphere. At weather fore-
casting time-scales (up to forecast day 30), improved knowledge of the stratosphere,
close to the onset of a sudden stratospheric warming, improves forecasts of the tro-
pospheric norther annular mode. Whole-stratosphere information significantly im-
proved average surface temperature anomalies over northern North America, whilst
upper-stratosphere information improved anomalies over Central Siberia. These re-
sults suggest any new observational technique which can improve montioring of
the 40 to 70km region would likely benefit tropospheric forecast skill during winter
time.
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1 Introduction

Variability in the extra-tropical stratosphere is known to influence tropospheric
weather conditions, and their predictability in numerical models. The origins of
this predictability were reviewed by Tripathi et al. (2014), and have been demon-
strated to have an impact on tropospheric forecast skill on the timescales of routine
weather forecasting by, for example, Jung et al. (2010). Our ability to exploit this
predictability is limited both by the availability of routine stratospheric observa-
tions and uncertainties in the mechanism for stratosphere-troposphere coupling and
its representation in numerical models. Additional stratospheric observations could
be provided by a suite of novel observation techniques (for example, those studied
by the Atmospheric Dynamics Research Infrastructure in Europe - ARISE - project
and discussed in this book). Before investing in new operational monitoring net-
works and the data assimilation methods needed to incorporate new observations
into Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) suites, it is necessary to assess the po-
tential benefit of the new technique to fill current or future gaps in the observing
system and its potential impact on forecast skill. This chapter attempts to take the
first step towards assessing the benefit of the ARISE measurement network. First we
review the current observing system and identify the gap that exists in the region 40-
70km. Secondly, we perform idealised experiments to quantify the potential value
of new observations in this region for NWP. An idealised approach to estimating
the value of additional stratospheric observations is adopted because, at this early
stage, their operational characteristics are unknown and performing an experiment
in which pseudo-observations were assimilated into a full Numerical Weather pre-
diction (NWP) system would be premature.

2 Atmospheric measurements used for NWP

A broad diversity of observational techniques are used to capture the state of the
atmosphere. Only a limited number offer observation of the higher stratosphere, and
above (< 100 hPa). In this section the following instruments, commonly assimilated
in NWP models or used for middle atmosphere research, are briefly described :

• Radiosondes
• Remote Sounding : nadir, zenith, and limb.
• Stratospheric Wind Profers.
• Mesosphere Radars
• Atmospheric Lidar

Following the overview of their operation an indication of the vertical range that
the observation types cover is given in Fig. 1
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2.1 Radiosondes

A radiosonde is a small instrument package which communicates with a ground
station using radio signals. The precursors of modern radiosondes were developed
in the 1880s, and the use of sondes was routine by the beginning of the 20th century.
They are now the longest record of the “higher” atmosphere (Jeannet et al., 2008).
Early observations were limited to altitudes below 16 km (100 hPa). Since then
radiosondes have become one of the few instruments delivering in-situ observations
of pressure, geopotential height, temperature, dewpoint depression, wind direction
and wind speed. The development of cheap acquisition systems that can be attached
to standard radiosondes (for example Harrison et al., 2012) allows the incorporation
of additional instruments with standard packages; for example, improved resolution
of cloud-to-air transitions can be achieved using radiometers (Nicoll and Harrison,
2012), with other instruments measuring aerosol optical depth, light scattering and
absorption, gas concentrations (for example, ozone, carbon dioxide, and methane
(Gcos-134, 2009), atmospheric charge, and electric fields).

The instrument package hangs approximately 25 m below a weather balloon.
As the radiosonde rises at about 5 m/s, sensors on the radiosonde perform differ-
ent measurements. The sensors are linked to a battery powered radio transmitter,
broadcasting the measurements to a sensitive ground tracking antenna on a VHF
radio frequency. Wind velocity and direction are obtained by tracking the sonde in
flight using GPS or a radio direction finding antenna. The latest radiosonde systems
are equipped with a standard C/A code-correlated GPS receivers and a ground sta-
tion differential GPS receivers. The resulting data is used to accurately calculate
the wind velocity and direction of the sonde’s ascent. Wang et al. (2009) shows
periodic variations of the vertical wind velocity in the stratosphere, resulting from
radiosonde data, related to gravity waves with an averaged horizontal wavelength of
15 km; however, below 5 km, the vertical velocity is overestimated by the sondes.
Radiosondes are typically released every 6 to 24 hours, at several hundred locations
globally, with the majority in the Northern Hemisphere (?).

Temperature is typically measured by a small rod or bead thermistor. The temper-
ature instrument is usually silver coated to minimize radiational heating effects. Ra-
diosondes make use of thermodynamic variables to determine the altitude of the bal-
loon, and use satellite-based Global Positioning Systems (GPS) to determine their
position. Reference radiosonde instruments, used in the Global Climate Observing
System (GCOS) Reference Upper-Air Network (GRUAN), have a temperature ac-
curacy of 0.1 K (after correction) in the troposphere and 0.2 K in the stratosphere;
with a vertical resolution of 0.1 km from ground level to 30 km, and 0.5 km above
30 km (Gcos-134, 2009). These instruments make use of GPS double differencing
for positioning and wind velocity, to increase the accuracy. The wind speed accu-
racy is 0.5 m/s with a wind direction accuracy of 5�, the pressure accuracy is 0.1
hPa and the geopotential height accuracy is <5 m.

Related in-situ measurements have in the past been provided by rocket-sondes
(although their use has declined significantly since the 1970s), from drop-sondes
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released from aircraft during measurement campaigns and from Aircraft Meteoro-
logical Data Relay (AMDAR) on commercial aircraft.

2.2 Remote Atmospheric Sounding

Remote atmospheric “sounding” is the process of deriving (vertical) distributions of
temperature, and atmospheric constituents such as humidity or ozone, from radia-
tive signals (Okamoto, 2008). It is a commonly a passive satellite based technique,
essential for obtaining global meteorological observations.

2.2.1 Nadir Temperature Profiling

A satellite equipped with a sounding instrument (a passive sensor) captures the up-
ward radiation from both atmosphere and surface. The observed radiation informa-
tion is the sum of all radiated signals from ground up to the top of the atmosphere
(TOA). The vertical distribution of radiation for specific wavenumbers can be in-
ferred where multiple receiver channels, each characterized by a different sensitivity
range for a specific frequency range, are used. For each channel the contribution of
a layer of the atmosphere varies according to a bell-shaped weighting function, with
the largest contribution at an intermediate altitude. A drawback of discretisation by
WF is smoothing of the profile. Smoothing can be reduced by using more channels,
with maxima at different altitudes. The maximum number of channels is limited by
the frequency, bandwidth, and radiative characteristics of the atmosphere. There-
fore, nadir sounding instruments with two different frequency ranges exist, namely
infrared (IR) and microwave (MW) sounders. IR sounders can obtain many more
channels, but they cannot penetrate clouds and have a smaller footprint. Desired
resolution, and application, determine whether MW or IR sounders are used.

Nadir sounding is very important for numerical weather prediction. With five op-
erational satellite platforms, the AMSU-A instruments on board the NOAA polar
orbiting and European Metop satellites series is the flagship for NWP data assimila-
tion, having delivered global temperature records for more than a decade (Kidwell
et al., 2009). AMSU, a 20-channel microwave sounder, comprises three separate in-
struments: AMSU-A1 and AMSU-A2, which have the 15 lower frequency channels
(23.889.0 GHz) primarily for temperature sounding (surface to 2 hPa or 43 km);
and AMSU-B which has five higher frequency channels (89190 GHz) primarily for
humidity sounding (surface to 200 hPa or 12 km).

The Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS), flown aboard Aqua, is the first of a
new generation of advanced satellite-based atmospheric sounders, with the capabil-
ity to obtain high-vertical resolution profiles of temperature and water vapor (Di-
vakarla et al., 2006). The instrument is a cooled grating spectrometer that provides
2378 channels covering the IR spectrum, from 650 to 2675 cm1, delivering high-
accuracy temperature profiles from the ground up to 2 hPa (43 km). Tobin et al.
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(2006) compared the retrievals with well-characterised ground based sites, showing
that AIRS retrievals in the tropics have very good performance, with RMS errors
approaching the theoretical limit of 1 K in one kilometre layers below 100 hPa (16
km). Midlatitude retrievals indicate poorer RMS errors ranging from 1 to 2 K in 1
km layers.

Horizontal resolution is characterized by the sensor field-of-view (FOV), the
channel frequency, and the viewing angle. Temporal resolution depends on the orbit
of the satellite, the maximum off-nadir looking angle, and the number of satellites.
For AMSU, flown by the NOAA KLM spacecrafts, the temporal resolution using 1
satellite varies from 90 minutes at the poles up to 6 days at the equator. The temporal
resolution is decreased using multiple satellites. Using 7 satellites, (as assimilated
for example by ECMWF) the global coverage from equator to 60�varies between
76% and 84%. EUMETSAT METEOSAT geostationary satellites have a much bet-
ter temporal resolution and are used (for example) in the ECMWF IFS to improve
the water vapour resolution near the equator and to reduce the bias of IR sounders
such as AMSU-B (Szyndel et al., 2005).

A major problem with nadir sounders is bias correction. Since most AMSU chan-
nels have a beam position-dependent bias, it is crucial to remove such a bias to pro-
vide useful profiles of the atmosphere. Typically limb-sounding data (for example
GPS-RO) is used for this purpose.

2.2.2 Limb Sounding

Limb sounding is quite similar to nadir sounding, except that the satellite measures
only the limb of the atmosphere. Limb sounders do not point towards the Earth’s
surface, but look at the atmosphere from the side, measuring the attenuation of, for
example, solar radiation (passive) or radio waves (active). Limb sounding radiome-
ters measure in some channels whose characteristics are comparable to those used
in vertical sounding and also use radio frequencies (for example from GPS signals
in the CHAMP constellation) (Okamoto, 2008).

Vertical information is extracted using a progressive scan of many paths, re-
sulting in a much finer vertical resolution (0.52 km), but poorer horizontal resolu
on (>100 km), compared to nadir sounding. Limb sounding is also not influenced
by surface interactions. Examples of limb-sounding sensors are ENVISAT/MIPAS,
Aura/MLS, and GPS Radio Occultation (RO). For NWP, GPS-RO is most widely
used. The accuracy of GPS-RO derived temperature depends on precise orbit deter-
mination and the thermal noise of receiver, along with other atmospheric sources of
error. GPS-RO temperature data is globally measured with an accuracy of 1 K from
the lower troposphere to 40 km (Kuo et al., 2005). The vertical resolution of the
processed data is high, 0.5 km in the troposphere up to 1.5 km in the stratosphere
(Steiner et al., 2007), and with a horizontal resolution of 100 to 300 km.
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2.3 Wind Profiling Radars in the Stratosphere

Radar wind profilers exploit Bragg scatter (scattering from slight changes in atmo-
spheric refractive index) to infer wind velocities. Echoes from a moving scatterer are
Doppler shifted by an amount proportional to their speed, so a spectrum of atmo-
spheric motions can be constructed from the echo frequencies observed by the radar.
Different radars have been designed to concentrate on different regions of the atmo-
sphere, with most Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere (MST) radars observing
at least the lower Stratosphere; ceilings vary, with some reaching only around 7 km,
but others measuring above 20 km. The latter operate at VHF frequencies (usually
around 40 MHz), with UHF instruments concentrating on the boundary layer/lower
troposphere. The radar antenna comprises many (typically hundreds) of individual
antennae. The signals from each of the antennae constructively/destructively inter-
fere to create the radar beam. Altering the phase of the signal, transmitted at different
regions of the array, alters the beam pointing direction - a ’Phased Array’.

Most MST radars can achieve a vertical resolution of 150 m to 300 m; tempo-
ral resolutions vary, but typically fall between 2 and 5 minutes for routine mea-
surements. Temporal resolution is determined by the number of radar beams. MST
radar data is assimilated into some models (for example, the UK Met Office assim-
ilates winds from the Capel Dewi MST radar up to 15 km, as well as measurements
from the Canadian Q-NET instruments). A clear limitation, though, is the ceiling
of the instruments. Echo power is proportional to the square of the range to the tar-
get; doubling a radar’s transmitting power only increases altitude coverage by a few
kilometres at lower stratsospheric heights.

2.4 Mesosphere Radars

2.4.1 MST Radars

There is a large gap between the MST observation ceiling in the stratosphere, and
the measurement floor in the mesosphere. From approximately 70 km, electron den-
sities can be large enough to generate radio refractive index changes observable by
radar. The processes governing enhancements in radar detectable electron density is
a subject of much debate; many days can pass without the detec on of any meso-
spheric echoes, and winds can only be derived where such echoes exist. Neverthe-
less, where echoes do occur, the multi-beam approach used in the stratosphere and
troposphere can be used to infer wind velocities. Echo layers are more common and
widespread in summer (Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes - PMSE), though win-
ter echoes (PMWE) have been routinely observed. MST observations of the meso-
sphere are largely restricted to altitudes between 70 and 110 km.
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2.4.2 MF Radars

Medium Frequency (MF) radars also exploit scattering from radio refractive index
fluctuations in the upper mesosphere. Unlike MST radars though, they examine the
correlation of echoes received by several groups of antennae (the Spaced Antenna
technique - Doviak et al. (1996)), to infer wind velocities. An MF radar’s altitude
floor is limited by the same electron density effects that constrain MST radar ob-
servations in the mesosphere; nevertheless, they routinely provide wind velocities
between 80 and 100 km, with most instruments providing coverage down to 70km.

2.4.3 Meteor Radars

Meteor radars use interferometry techniques (similar to the spaced antenna method)
to measure the ionisation trails left by meteors. Those trails are advected by the
background wind, and so can be used to quantify wind speed and direction. Meteor
radars typically measure between 80 and 100 km; outside that range there are typi-
cally too few meteors to obtain reliable measurements (Day and Mitchell, 2010).

2.5 Atmospheric Lidar

Lidar operates on the same principle as radar, using light rather than radio signals
to exploit different scattering mechanisms of gasses and aerosols; different tech-
niques are used to measure differing aspects, and regions, of the atmosphere. Of
particular interest to stratospheric and mesospheric dynamics are lidar temperature
observations, typically exploiting Rayleigh and/or Raman scatter: Rayleigh scat-
ter (an elastic scattering process) can be used to infer temperatures where aerosols
concentrations are negligible (typically above 30 km). Raman scatter is an inelastic
process that alters the energy state of the scattering molecules. The lidar pulse stim-
ulates rotational energy levels of Oxygen and Nitrogen; the strength of the resulting
backscatter varies with temperature, with strengthening scatter from some modes,
and weakening from others. Comparing scattering intensities from modes with op-
posing tendencies gives a measure of temperature that is independent of illuminating
signal strength (i.e. independent of atmospheric attenua on along the signal path).

Typically the lidar techniques listed here are restricted to nightime observations,
but some high power systems can operate in daylight. Rayleigh temperature mea-
surements reach from around 30 km to the mesopause, but can be extended to lower
altitudes with additional observations. A summary of lidar temperature uncertainties
can be found in Keckhut et al. (2004) and are typically of the order of 1K.
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2.6 Summary

For the instruments described above that form a routine part of most NWP mod-
elling systems, a summary of the vertical sampling range is presented in Fig. 1. It
highlights the lack of stratospheric wind measurements, and higher stratospheric and
mesospheric temperature observations. Since lidar observations are not assimilated
by NWP models, the data gap between 40 and 70 km is particularly stark. Radioson-
des provide the longest data set, with routine soundings performed from the early
1900s. Temperature biases (< 1 K) have remained relatively constant over the last 20
years. The accuracy and bias of geopotential height and pressure has improved sig-
nificantly since the introduction of GPS. Radiosondes are assumed to be unbiased,
and are therefore often used as reference observations. Remote sounding is the only
technique that can providing global coverage from one platform. Nadir sounding
has the highest global coverage with the smallest temporal resolution. Although it
has a bias problem, it is important for NWP. To reduce the bias a small set (a few
hundred points distributed around the globe) of anchor points are used, comprising
mainly measurements from radiosondes (in the troposphere) and GPS-RO (in the
stratosphere up to 35 km). Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere (MST) radars are
able to observe from ground to the lower stratosphere, and occasionally in the meso-
sphere. MST, MF, and Meteor radars are, at present, the only instruments capable of
observing mesospheric winds. Currently only tropospheric and some lower strato-
spheric winds from MST radars are assimilated in some NWP models. Atmospheric
lidar are capable of providing fine detail temperature observa ons of the stratosphere
and (lower) mesosphere, typically operating only at night. Lidar data is not yet as-
similated by NWP models. The instruments commonly assimilated by NWP models
are remote sounders (GPS-RO, MW and IR) and radiosondes, alongside some wind
profiling radar data.

In the near future (end-2017), the launch and operation of the ADM-Aeolus satel-
lite, a space-borne, wind-profiling LIDAR is likely to have a significant impact on
the data coverage for NWP in the 40-70km region. Nonetheless, any additional op-
portunity to increase observational coverage in this critical region would be wel-
come. In the context of this book, a number of ARISE measurement techniques,
particularly infrasound inversion has the potential to fill this observational gap. In
the next part of the chapter we present the results of a series of experiments which
are designed to attempt to quanify the extent and location of potential gains in pre-
dictability which might result from additional observational capability in this region
of the upper stratosphere.

3 Sudden Stratospheric Warmings

The influence of the stratosphere on tropospheric variability and predictability is
strongest during mid-winter and occurs when dramatic changes to the climatolog-
ical stratospheric polar vortex occur. The stratospheric polar vortex forms at the
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beginning of each winter, because the ozone-rich air loses its solar heat source,
and cools, during the polar night. The temperature gradient induces strong westerly
winds, sometimes in excess of 40 m/s, around the cold pool. The vortex breaks down
each spring as the solar heat source returns, but it may also be disturbed before this
final, seasonal, warming.

When these changes are large, and lead to warming of the polar cap they are
known as sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs). SSW events occur due to the
breaking of planetary Rossby waves in the upper and middle stratosphere leading to
a weakening of the polar night jet at the edge of the vortex and the formation of a
critical line for further Rossby wave packets. SSW events are initiated in the upper
stratosphere and typically descend into the middle and lower stratosphere over the
course of a week.

Several definitions of an SSW are used in the literature (see, for discussion, But-
ler et al. (2015)); in this chapter we use the zonal mean of the zonal wind velocity
(ZMZW) at 10hPa and 60N as a measure of the vortex winds (Charlton and Polvani
(2007)). A major SSW is defined as a reversal of the ZMZW to an easterly direction
(i.e. negative velocities).
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Fig. 1 Typical and occasional altitude ranges for the reviewed instruments. Note that wind profil-
ing radars, both stratospheric and mesospheric, and lidar are not commonly assimilated by NWP
models and so are not included in this figure
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SSWs are observed at a frequency of around 6.2 per decade, in the Northern
Hemisphere (Charlton and Polvani (2007)). In the Southern Hemisphere only one
SSW has been recorded, in 2002 (Charlton et al., 2005). It is thought that the appar-
ent stability of the Southern Hemisphere vortex is due to an absence of significant
topography, capable of forcing planetary waves, at southern mid-latitudes. In this
study we only examine the Northern Hemisphere.

SSWs can be classified into two types: a vortex split, or a vortex displacement
(Charlton and Polvani (2007)). A vortex displacement is characterized by a dis-
placement of the vortex away from the pole, followed by its distortion into a comma
shape. A vortex split describes the division of the vortex into two parts. Vortex splits
and displacements occur at roughly the same frequency, with splits mostly observed
in January and February, and displacements occurring throughout the winter.

SSWs are known to influence surface weather conditions several months after
the their onset (e.g. Thompson et al. (2002); Sigmond et al. (2013). They are char-
acterised by a breakdown of the stratospheric polar vortex. Over a period of sev-
eral weeks these anomalous flows, which exhibit a pattern similar to the negative
phase of the Northern Annular Mode (NAM), can propagate to the surface. They
are associated with surface temperatures anomalies of -1 to -2 K in Northern Eu-
rope and eastern North America Thompson and Wallace (2001); Thompson et al.
(2002). Experiments with numerical weather prediction (NWP) models have shown
a shift in the tropospheric jet and extra-tropical cyclone tracks, to lower latitudes,
after SSWs. Such shifts are associated with enhanced South Atlantic, and reduced
North Atlantic, precipitation; along with an increased frequency of severe storms in
the UK and Southern Europe (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Gerber et al., 2009;
Garfinkel et al., 2013; Sigmond et al., 2013). Consequently, improved stratospheric
data assimilation may show promise for weather prediction, following SSWs and
also following periods when the stratospheric vortex is anomalously strong (Tri-
pathi et al., 2015).

Propagation of SSW circulation anomalies from 10 hPa to the surface takes
around 10 days. These signals can persist in the troposphere and lower stratosphere
for up to two months, with anomalies at 10hPa persisting for around 40 days (Bald-
win and Dunkerton, 2001; Sigmond et al., 2013). The stratospheric signal does not
always propagate into the troposphere, and modeling studies by Gerber et al. (2009)
found that such propagation only occurred where the tropospheric NAM was ini-
tially negative or neutral. However, where the signal does propagate into the tro-
posphere, its persistence has been shown to improve tropospheric forecast skill at
the medium-range (Gerber et al., 2009; Jung et al., 2010; Sigmond et al., 2013). A
detailed discussion of the origins of this skill is given by Tripathi et al. (2014). To
exploit this skill, an accurate estimate of the initial stratospheric state is required,
and the forecast must be initialised, at most, a couple of weeks prior to the SSW
onset Nishii and Nakamura (2010), because at longer lead times the SSW may not
be forecast. As an example, constrast the two ensemble forecasts of the SSW which
occured during March 2016 in Fig. 2 initialised only four days apart but which show
a significnatly different evolution for the polar vortex and a significantly different
ensemble spread a few days after initialisation.
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Fig. 2 ECMWF Ensemble forecasts (blue lines) of the zonal mean zonal wind at 10hPa and 60�N
during winter and spring 2016. Black line shows MERRA re-analysis and GEOS operational anal-
ysis for the same quanitty. Left panel shows forecast initialised on 25th February and the right
panel shows forecast initialised on the 29th February

The majority of stratospheric observations assimilated in NWP models are pro-
vided by satellite and GPS Radio Occultation (GPSRO) instruments, with some
lower-stratospheric measurements from radar wind profilers and radiosondes; how-
ever, the upper stratosphere is not as well observed. This study seeks to assess the
potential impact of the upper-stratosphere on tropospheric predictability, using re-
laxation experiments performed with the Met Office Unified Model. We focus on
forecasts initialised close to SSWs, where a clear tropospheric signature has been
demonstrated in previous studies. The experimental approach is presented in the
next section, with the results and conclusions in Sections 3 and 4 respectively.

4 Potential Predictability Experiments

4.1 Methodology and Model used

In the experiment reported in this chapter we have used relaxation experiments
to identify the response of the troposphere to changes in the stratospheric state.
This approach allows multiple forecasts of the same SSW to be run, with small
changes made to the stratospheric state. Any differences in the forecasts are directly
attributable to the stratospheric changes.

The model used in the experiment is the Met Office HadGEM2 (Hadley cen-
tre General Environment Model version 2) high-top version (N96, L60), extending
to 0.01hPa (approximately 85 km), with a slab ocean, and run at a temporal reso-
lution of 20 minutes. The SSWs studied in the experiment are generated from an
un-constrained 50-year long model run. SSWs were identified using the method of
Charlton and Polvani (2007), where the SSW onset is defined as the date where the
daily zonal mean zonal wind (ZMZW) at 10hPa and 60� N, becomes negative. Sub-
sequent transitions to negative ZMZW in the following 30 days are regarded as the
same event. 15 SSW cases were selected from the long model run for further study.
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To avoid final warmings, and those associate with a weak vortex at the beginning
of winter, only SSWs with onset dates lying between December and February were
chosen. A five member ensemble forecast was generated for each case, initialised 6 -
10 days before the SSW onset, with ensemble members produced by perturbing the
initial conditions at all levels. To generate the ensemble, perturbations were made
to the vorticity field, at wavenumbers 4 - 10. Rather than add or subtract vorticity as
has been done in some studies, e.g. Gerber et al. (2009); Simpson et al. (2011), we
re-distribute vorticity by randomly shifting the phase of each wave; this preserves
the spectral power at a given wavenumber. For a given wavenumber and ensemble
member, the phase shift is the same at each model level. Examination of the corre-
sponding ensemble spread indicated that they were comparable to those of forecasts
produced by the ECMWF, and so are representative of typical weather forecast be-
havior. To quantify how an improved knowledge of the stratosphere would enhance
tropospheric forecast skill, the ensembles were re-run (from the same perturbed ini-
tial conditions) with stratosphere wind velocities relaxed back to the truth run. Fore-
cast wind velocity components (u) are relaxed towards the velocities of the truth run
(uT - Equation 1, where ur is the relaxed wind velocity component). l is a constant
used to specify the strength of relaxation.

ur = l (u�uT )+u (1)

We follow the approach used in previous studies, such as Jung et al. (2010);
Hitchcock and Simpson (2014), and nudge at every time step (i.e. every 20 min-
utes). In our experiment we use the nudging method of Telford et al. (2008), with
l = 1, such that ur = uT at each time step. This approach effectively introduces
a perfect representation of the stratospheric state, in the relaxed region (with re-
spect to the truth run). Consequently these experiments identify the upper-limits
of forecast improvement arising from additional stratospheric information. Even if
stratospheric observations could generate a perfect representation of stratosphere in
operational weather forecasts, this state would not persist throughout the model run.
This approach helps to identify the regions of the stratosphere where such informa-
tion is likely to be particularly valuable. Relaxation is performed above 100 hPa and
above 40 km in separate experiments, to estimate the potential impacts of improved
knowledge of the whole stratosphere, and upper stratosphere only, respectively. At
the bottom of the relaxation region, l is tapered from 1 to zero over three model
levels. The impact of the relaxation experiments on tropospheric forecast skill is
quantified over three regions in the Northern Hemisphere, using the Correlation
Skill Score (CSS, Equation 2). The CSS compares the forecast (f) with observations
(T), with respect to the climatology (c). (Note that the observations in our experi-
ments are represented by un-constrained model runs; henceforth these are referred
to as the truth runs.) In this study the climatology is taken from the long 50-year
run, and the forecast and observations are the control (forecasts with no relaxation)
and relaxed ensemble means respectively. The CSS is evaluated for 10 day fore-
cast intervals, and over the following three regions (where stratospheric impacts are
known to be important from previous studies): Eastern Canada, 45� - 70�N, 100� -
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60�W; Western Europe, 45� - 70�N, 12�W - 35�E; and Northern Russia, 50� - 70�N,
30� - 130�E. Significance levels are calculated by bootstrapping, using random sam-
pling with replacement of ensemble means from the 15 cases. The Northern Annu-
lar Mode (NAM) index is calculated using zonal mean zonal winds, following the
method of Gerber et al. (2009). The Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF), onto
which the winds are projected, is calculated from the 50-year climate run.

CSS =
( f � c)(T � c)q
( f � c)2 (T � c)2

(2)

4.2 Results and Discussion

First, we examine the nature of the truth states, generated by the climate run of
the model, to assess their similarity to the observed behaviour of the stratosphere,
and associated tropospheric phenomina. Charlton-Perez et al. (2013) compared the
frequency of observed SSWs (no average, 6.2 per decade) with those generate in
various CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5) models. The high-top
HadGEM2 CC (Carbon Cycle) model use in the comparison generated an average
of 8.0 SSWs per decade. However, the HadGEM2 model used in this comparison
does not include the carbon cycle component, and generates SSWs at a frequency
of 6.8 per decade. This is well within the confidence intervals of observed SSWs.

Second, we examine the tropospheric impact of SSWs, in the model, at time
scales out to 60 days. The focus of this experiment is on shorter forecasts (out to 30
days), however these longer runs allow us to make an initial comparison to previous
studies. Figure 3 shows the surface temperature, pressure, precipitation, and 500 hPa
geopotential height anomalies between 15 - 60 days after SSW onset. Warm and cold
surface temperature anomalies (Figure 3a) over eastern North America and North-
ern Europe, respectively, are consistent with the negative phase of the NAM, and the
temperature signatures shown by Sigmond et al. (2013). The authors presented sur-
face temperature maps from re-analysis of the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model
(CMAM). Their results showed that the surface temperature annomailes peaked be-
tween the Greenland and Eastern Canada, at around 1.4 - 1.8�C, similar to the values
shown in Figure 3.a. Temperature anomalies over Western Canada are also con-
sistent between the two studies, peaking at around 1.4�C. Over Northern Russia,
CMAM forecast runs presented by Sigmond et al. (2013) produce large tempera-
ture anomalies associated with SSW events and this is replicated in our model runs,
with temperature annomalies peaking at < -2.2�C. Our model results show a slight
over-estimate of surface temperature annomalies over Central Europe (of around
0.4�C), but warmer annomalies over Eastern Europe are captured in our results. Sig-
mond et al. (2013) also examined precipitation signals following SSWs, and found a
shift in North Atlantic precipitation, consistent with an equator-ward shift in storm
tracks. That feature is replicated in our results (Figure 3.b). Though the annoma-
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lies observed in the two studies are comparable, Sigmond et al. (2013) showed that
there can be considerable differences between modeled and observed precipitation
anomalies, suggesting that the precipitation signal associated with SSWs is weaker
than that of surface temperature. Surface pressure and geopotential height anoma-
lies (Figure 3c and d) exhibit similar patterns to surface temperature, with positive
and negative values over North America and Northern Europe.
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Fig. 3 Average anomalies of (a) surface temperature, (b) precipitation, (c) 500 hPa geopotential
height, and (d) sea level pressure, 15 - 60 days after the onset of 15 SSWs in a 50-year un-
constrained climate run of the HadGEM2 Unified Model. Stippling indicates regions where the
anomalies are significant at the 95% level.

The correlation between surface pressure, surface temperature, and 500 hPa
geopotential height anomalies, is indicative of the downward propagation of the
SSW signals. This propagation, from the upper stratosphere into the troposphere, is
evident, at sub-seasonal timescales, in the NAM index. Figures 4a - d show the NAM
calculated for the different relaxed and control model runs. On average, the control
runs underestimate the negative NAM index of the stratosphere seen in the truth
runs (Panel e), though the difference is largely insignificant. This under-estimate is
slightly reduced, in the first 15 days of the forecast, when relaxation of the upper-
stratosphere is used (Panel g). In the lower troposphere, after 25 days, there are
significant differences between the NAM indicies of the control and truth runs. The
truth runs return to an approximately neutral NAM index after 25 days; but this is not
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Fig. 4 NAM index averaged over 15 SSW cases for (a) truth run, (b) the control forecast ensemble
mean, (c) forecasts with whole-stratosphere relaxation, (d) forecasts with upper-stratosphere re-
laxation, (e) control NAM index minus truth NAM index, (f) whole-stratosphere relaxation minus
truth, (g) upper-stratosphere relaxation minus truth. The vertical dashed line indicates the average
SSW onset date. Stippling indicates a statistically significantly difference at the 95% confidence
level, calculated with bootstrapping, in figures e - g.

captured by the control, which remains significantly negative. This under-estimate
is reduced with either relaxation of the whole- or upper-stratosphere, such that it is
insignificant at most times and altitudes.

The negative NAM index in the stratosphere and upper troposphere, in the last 10
days of the forecasts, is associated with positive geopotential height anomalies over
the pole, corresponding to the absence of the polar vortex (Figure 5a, which shows
geopotential heights at 100hPa). Positive anomalies are also observed at 500hPa at
the same time (Figure 5e), with a large negative anomaly over North Western Eu-
rope, which extends towards polar latitudes. The corresponding control runs fail to
capture this structure at 500 hPa (Figure 5f); instead, the positive anomaly extends
into the Arctic Ocean, and the negative anomaly over Western Europe is too weak.
There is also a large negative anomaly over the coast of eastern North America.
These anomalies contribute to the persistence of the negative NAM signal shown in
Figure 4. Relaxing the whole- or upper-stratosphere reduces these anomalies (Fig-
ures 5g & h), consistent with the more neutral NAM indicies for these runs, shown
in Figure 4. The impact of stratospheric relaxation at the surface is illustrated by the
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Fig. 5 Geopotential height and surface temperature anomalies, averaged over 15 SSW cases and
forecast days 21 - 30. The top two rows (panes a - d and e - h) correspond to 100, and 500 hPa
geopotential height anomalies, respectively. The bottom row shows surface temperature anomalies.
The columns correspond to anomalies of (i) the truth runs with respect to the climate; (ii) the
control runs with respect to the truth; (iii) the whole-stratosphere relaxed forecasts, and (iv) the
upper-stratosphere relaxed forecasts, with respect to the control runs.

CSS of surface temperature (Figure 6). Over both eastern North America and West-
ern Europe, relaxation of the whole-stratosphere improves the surface temperature
CSS. These differences are not significant, compared to either the control or upper-
stratosphere relaxation runs; however there is a significant improvement in the local
temperatures over eastern North America, in the whole-stratosphere relaxed runs
(Figures 5k).

The most significant improvement in surface temperature CSS is seen over
Northern Russia, for the upper-stratosphere relaxed runs (Figure 6). Over much
of this region the control forecast predicts surface tempeartures that are too cold
(Figures 5j); however, this anomaly is corrected, over Central Siberia, in the upper-
stratosphere relaxed runs (Figures 5l), contributing to the improvement in CSS. The
origin of this improvement is not clear, however it strongly influences the CSS cal-
culations. We have varied the area over which the Northern Russia CSS is evaluated
(not shown), and where the evaluation area encompasses the Central Siberian region,
the upper-stratosphere relaxation experiments consistently return a larger CSS than
the other forecasts. It is important remember that the forecasts used here are shorter
than those used in similar studies. This is particularly important in the context of the
surface temperature patterns over Northern Russia: the typical SSW-related surface
temperature anomalies are not as prominent at Day 30 as they are at Day 60 of the
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Fig. 6 CSS of surface temperature averaged over (a) days 11-20 and (b) 21-30; for eastern North
America, Western Europe, and Northern Russia. The three boxes for each region give the CSS for
(i) the control (light boxes), (ii) whole-stratosphere relaxed, (and (iii) upper-stratosphere relaxed
(dark boxes) forecasts, from left to right. Black lines give the 95% confidence intervals, calculated
with bootstrapping. The three analysis regions are highlighted in (c).

truth run (compare Figures 3a and 5i; note that Figure 3a uses a finer temperature
resolution, for consistency with Sigmond et al., 2013). Over North-western Russia,
the 21-30 day surface temperatures do not exhibit the cold anomalies seen between
15-60 days, suggesting that this feature appears later in the truth runs. However, the
cold anomalies do begin to appear in control runs, so upper-stratosphere relaxation
has moved the forecast away from this familiar pattern, towards the truth.

5 Conclusions

This chapter has shown that improved characterisation of the stratosphere in the re-
gion where stratopsheric observations are sparse can improve tropospheric forecast
skill at the timescales of routine weather forecasting. The relaxation experiments
presented here have focused on forecasts initialised close to SSWs, when there is
known to be a correlation with surface weather patterns at sub-seasonal timescales
(e.g. Sigmond et al., 2013). In this study we have examined shorter, 30-day, fore-
casts, where the average surface temperature anomalies that follow SSWs (warmer
and cooler temperatures in eastern North America, and Northern Europe, respec-
tively) are apparent, but not fully established.

The impact of additional information in the whole-stratosphere (above 100 hPa),
and the upper-stratosphere only (above 40 km), have been examined separately. In
both cases the additional information improved the forecast of the tropospheric
NAM, capturing a return to a near-neutral NAM index, 25 days into the forecast
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(15 days after SSW onset). Additional information in the whole stratosphere sig-
nificantly improved the forecasting of local surface temperatures in eastern North
America, over forecast days 21-30. Relaxation of the upper-stratosphere improved
surface temperature forecasts over Central Siberia, over the same period.

A perfect model approach has been used in these experiments, so the results pre-
sented here represent the upper-limit of improvements that might be expected from
more comprehensive measurements of the stratosphere. Nevertheless, the relative
paucity of routine observations in the upper-stratosphere means that additional mea-
surements in this region could make a significant contribution to the improvement
of tropospheric forecasts. As noted elsewhere in this volume, ARISE measurements
are one potential way to improve routine monitoring in the region between 40 to
70km, but much more work needs to be done to understand the reliability and er-
ror chararcteristics of such measurements before more detailed experiments which
assess the direct benefit for NWP could be conducted.
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